


ABOUT US
When you choose Access Direct Nonprofit Marketing, you’re tapping into more than  
40 years of direct marketing experience. You’re getting innovative, expert-level response 
marketing campaigns with creative and branding excellence that achieves measurable 
results. It’s the kind of service that’s usually only available at the most exclusive agencies. 
And now it’s in your reach. 

We offer turnkey solutions for print and online messaging and tailor our services to meet 
your budget. Some clients leverage their internal capabilities and engage us only for data 
analysis and strategic recommendations, while others require a full suite of creative design, 
story development and copy writing, print and digital production, digital media placement, 
and campaign execution.

IP Direct Digital Advertising is fast becoming our most in-demand service. This new 
capability gives nonprofit clients a powerful “cookie free” way to discreetly serve digital ads 
across multiple devices to high value prospects using an address list (just like direct mail). It 
also allows them to target “anonymous” prospects using a location (such as attendees of an 
art expo). Other clients are using our IP capabilities to target their web visitors with a follow-
up postcard or email solicitation. When you combine digital with direct mail, it dramatically 
lifts ROI – sometimes doubling or even tripling response!



Creative + Storytelling
That Drives Response

Digital
IP Display & Email Marketing

Print
Production & Mailing

Web
Improved UX & Conversions

Data & Analytics
Predictive Modeling

Video
Complete Production & Audio

Client Services
Strategic Consulting

Lists
Acquisition & Management

Specialty
We’ll Handle It

For the Milwaukee Public Museum, our strategic member acquisition plan for the exhibit 
Global Kitchen netted 5,483 email leads and 1,134 new members. Creative heightened the 
“foodie” focus – from a brochure resembling a menu to a micro-site offering FREE recipes.

OUR PROCESS & SERVICES
At Access Direct, we partner with you to leverage the brand awareness you already 
have and make it stronger. First, we do our homework. We study your institution’s 
communications, value proposition, and audiences. With our robust data capabilities and 
expert analysts, we offer new customer insights, demographic profiles, and predictive 
models. Our attention to detail pays off, too. The end result is creative that resonates with 
your audience and measurably boosts response.



And many more!
Visit us online for our full list of clients:  

accessnonprofit.com/clients

“Access Direct has helped us improve response 
while dramatically enhancing the look and feel of 
our communications – all at a remarkable value.” 
— TARA-JEANNE KOSLOSKI, CHICAGO HISTORY MUSEUM

WE WORK WITH GREAT INSTITUTIONS
Our client list speaks for itself. Since our earliest days, some of the most iconic 
cultural institutions have trusted us. Big or small, we treat every client with the same 
dedication and care.



THE FIELD MUSEUM
276% ROI    $203,090.78 Revenue    1,599 Responders

Brochure unfolds into 
a fun-fact poster

High-end Donor appreciation 
Titanosaur sculpture

Direct Mail Acquisition Package Email Campaign 



CHICAGO HISTORY MUSEUM
436% ROI    $58,936 Revenue    262 Donors

Direct Mail Package

Direct Mail Package: Brochure with 
angled die-cut pages



Acquisition Self-mailer

Renewal Revamp: We elevated MSI’s brand image, proposed a new cadence 
strategy, and switched to a digital + inventory production method that 
maximized budget and messaging flexibility. 

MUSEUM OF SCIENCE + INDUSTRY CHICAGO
Goal: $1.65 Million     Raised: $2.7 Million     166% of Goal Achieved 

IP Display Ads



THE FIELD MUSEUM
416% ROI    $288,739 Revenue    2,038 Responders

IP Display Ad + Email Campaign

Self-mailer and enclosed BRE
To the end recipient, IP Digital Ads look and feel like general web ads 

but they are deployed using one-to-one direct targeting precision. 



Direct Mail Package IP Display + Facebook Ads

Microsite Landing Page

Large Scale Advertising

Prenotification
Postcards

Direct Mail Package

MILWAUKEE PUBLIC MUSEUM
670% ROI    $214,206 Revenue    1,621 Responders



Holland Litho
I N T E G R A T E D  G R A P H I C S

Give us a call: 312.545.8811
Visit online: accessnonprofit.com

OUR SPECIALTY IS RESPONSE
Your most important asset is your relationship with your members and donors. 
That relationship is at the heart of everything we do. When you partner with 
Access Direct Nonprofit Marketing, you get a partner who knows you, your 
institution, its mission and supporters. 

We present comprehensive strategic solutions and inspiring storytelling that 
builds new enthusiasm for the public good your organization provides. And 
we apply our experience testing and perfecting everything that can influence 
response and put that wisdom to work for you.

Quite simply? Our work works! Response marketing is measurable, and the 
results we achieve for our clients are measurably surpassing historical ROIs and 
exceeding all expectations.

Book a free consultation: Spend one hour with us and walk away with inspiring 
ideas and real tactics you can implement at once.




